SEA WATCH
THE STATE OF YOUR PLANET'S LAKES, RIVERS AND OCEANS

Chemistry Lesson

Ocean acidification presents a wide-ranging
threat to coastal communities.
— By Brian Hartz —
It’s been said that if greenhouse gases such as carbon

organize the roundtable, OA threatens jobs and livelihoods

dioxide (CO2) were bright orange and foul-smelling, humans

not just in Florida but also throughout coastal communities

would long ago have solved the riddle of climate change.

in the Gulf States, Pacific Northwest and even the Arctic,

But CO2 is invisible and odorless, and it’s silently and

areas that rely heavily on coastal tourism and aquaculture

steadily killing our precious coral reefs. That’s the message

as major economic drivers. The OC reports that in 2014,

conveyed in September 2015 in Sarasota, Florida, at a

“a Canadian shellfish farming company […] lost 10 million

roundtable discussion

scallops and $10 million due

about ocean acidification

to ocean acidification.”

(OA) held at Mote Marine

Closer to home, OA
poses a direct threat to the

was attended by a diverse

Florida Keys National Marine

group that ran the gamut

Sanctuary—the planet’s

from scientists and

third-largest barrier reef
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Laboratory. The event

researchers to politicians,
journalists, environmental
advocates, and marine
industry professionals.
OA occurs when
seawater absorbs
excessive atmospheric

Ocean Acidification roundtable speakers are a powerhouse of scientists
from Ocean Conservancy, NOAA and Mote Marine Laboratory.

carbon pollution caused by

system and the only one in
the continental United States.
University of Miami marine
biology professor Dr. Chris
Langdon has been studying
the effects of OA in Florida
and said that the Cheeca
Rocks reef in Islamorada has,

the burning of fossil fuels, thereby lowering pH levels. The

in recent years, been dissolving during the winter months

water’s increased acidity, in turn, stunts the development

when OA conditions are at their worst. Langdon said the

of coral reefs, as it makes it more difficult for corals,

reefs in the lower and middle Keys are still in good shape,

oysters and clams to build the skeletons and shells that

but that the rate of change in reefs like Cheeca Rocks is

form coral reefs. OA has been linked to the coral-bleaching

cause for alarm because climate-change models did not call

phenomenon that’s been a problem in Florida since at least

for reef dissolution to occur until sometime between 2050

the late 1990s. “Ocean acidification is not a problem of the

and 2060. “We need to think about OA in the context of

future—it’s a problem of the present,” said Dr. Michael P.

global warming,” he added. “A rise of two to three degrees

Crosby, president and CEO of Mote Marine Laboratory, in

could be catastrophic.”

his introductory remarks at the September 2

nd

roundtable.

Deteriorating reefs are bad news for boaters in Florida—

It’s “an enormous threat,” he added, “one of the grand

and not just those who work in the shellfish industry

challenges facing the state of Florida.”

or enjoy scuba diving. That’s because reef systems like

According to the Ocean Conservancy (OC), which helped
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the Florida Keys are critical to the resiliency of coastal

Ocean acidification is a threat not only to barrier reefs but also to
the livelihood of coastal communities in the Gulf States,
Pacific Northwest and even the Arctic.

canary in the coal mine. And coral bleaching, he explained,
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is a very tangible sign of a sickness in our seas that’s
leading to reef deterioration.
“I never saw coral bleaching before 1983,” he said. “OA
is silent but coral bleaching is real and it’s visible.”
If you want to look at OA in a different light, however,
consider the devastating effects the loss of coral reef
habitats will have on Florida’s economy. According to
communities. They act as a storm-surge buffer when

economic data gathered by OC, business and tourism

foul weather hits. They nurture a whopping 25 percent of

activities associated with Florida’s barrier reef system

all marine life, such as mollusks, on which our fisheries

contribute some $6.3 billion to the state’s economy, and

depend. Those fisheries, in turn, provide jobs, feed families

nearly 200,000 jobs in the state are supported by tourism

and offer recreational boaters a reason to get out on the

and saltwater recreational fishing. The stakes grow even

water and teach their kids valuable skills.

higher when you consider the entire state, not just the

Dr. Billy Causey, of the National Oceanic and

Keys. In that context, at risk are $60 billion in local sales

Atmospheric Administration’s Office of National Marine

and $2.8 billion in local income related to recreational

Sanctuaries, has been studying the health of the Florida

diving, fishing and viewing on and around coral reefs.

Keys for decades and says the disappearance of

Recreational fishing in Florida in both reef and non-reef

organisms that make their homes on coral reefs, such

environments generates $13.1 billion in local sales and

as echinoderms (e.g. sea urchins), are a harbinger of

$4.8 billion in local income.

impending environmental upheaval—like the proverbial
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Such numbers present in very real and stark terms the
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2016 ALBEMARLE 25', W/TWIN YAMAHA 250HP, ASK 159K

Marine Industries Association of South Florida Executive Director
Phil Purcell participated in the talks on OA and its effect
on boaters.

Conservancy’s OA program. “OA is another area where
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boaters can say, ‘I’m concerned.’ The boating community
and recreational fishing community have a strong overlap,
and we are concerned that OA is going to have a direct
impact on recreational fishing.”
Cooley said recent technological developments
give boaters a chance to serve as “citizen scientists”
whenever they get out on the water. This year’s $2

local effects of climate change. We’ve all been told that

million Wendy Schmidt Ocean Health XPPRIZE, for

polar bears and the ecosystems they inhabit are under

example, was awarded to the creators of innovative

threat because of melting ice caps at the North and South

pH sensor technology capable of affordably, accurately

Poles, thousands of miles away. But as far as most of us

and efficiently measuring ocean chemistry. When fully

are concerned, these animals might as well live on another

developed, Cooley said, pH sensors could be placed on

planet. Floridians will likely never encounter a polar bear in

something as small as a surfboard fin, enabling anyone

the wild, but most of us live within a short drive of animals

who goes on the water to gather data for scientific

and ecosystems that are under threat. OA is that threat, but

research while still having fun on the water.

its arrival also presents an opportunity for lasting change.

“There’s a huge appetite to develop citizen science

“Boaters have a stake in advocating for what’s good

capacity by getting the right equipment into the hands of

for the water, and they have been great about limiting

boaters,” Cooley said. “But there’s enough of a demand

discharge and keeping waste out of waterways,” said

that we are going to see that change. Understanding OA

Sarah Cooley, science outreach manager for the Ocean

today is a great first step.”
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